Fabricated and Wire Products
**NEW**

**QuadPLUS**

**ANTIMICROBIAL**

**POLYMER SHELF MATS WITH WIRE TRUSS FRAMES**

**VERSATILE...**

Perfect for a variety of shelving tasks. Truss frames adjustable at 1” increments to accommodate many sizes.

**DURABLE...**

High-impact polymer will never corrode nor rust. Epoxy coated heavy gauge steel truss frames.

**INTERCHANGEABLE...**

Standard wire truss frames and Quad-Adjust® truss frames accept QuadPLUS™ Polymer Shelf Mats.

**MICROGARD® ANTIMICROBIAL PROTECTION...**

Standard on polymer mats. Contains built-in protection against bacteria, mold and mildew.

---

**NEW**

**standard wire truss frame**

**Quad-Adjust® wire truss frame**

---

**On All Mats:**

- **Polymer shelf mats with choice of epoxy-coated standard wire truss frames or Quad-Adjust® truss frames (see photos at right), both of which can be fitted onto the same shelf unit.**
- **Mats lay securely on top of truss frame or standard wire shelf** *
- **Injection-molded polypropylene mats feature MICROGARD® antimicrobial protection**
- **800 lb. weight capacity for shelves up to 48”; 600 lb. for shelves 54” through 72” long - evenly distributed static load**
- **Louvered and solid mats available**
- **Easy cleaning**
- **Dishwasher-safe**
- **Heavy duty truss frames**
- **Set of four split sleeves, included with each truss frame, snap onto Eagle’s 1”-diameter posts**

****Polymer shelf mats can also be placed over an existing Eagle wire shelf - order just shelf mats.**
**Shelf Select™**  
**A No-Cost Design and Layout Service**

Provide us with dimensions of your storage space, number of shelves per unit, post heights, type of shelving (stationary, mobile, or high-density) and any additional information pertaining to specific or pertinent storage requirements, and we'll provide you with the following:

- **Plan view** — Shelving system layout makes the most efficient utilization of space available.
- **Perspective view** — Illustrates the proposed equipment assembled in the available space.
- **Quotation** — Includes model numbers, list prices, and shipping weights for all components in specified job.

**Quad-Adjust® Adjustable Shelving**  
Add or remove a shelf without disassembling the entire unit.

**Eagle QuadTruss® Wire Shelving**  
Available in 6 standard finishes:  
> Stainless Steel  
> EagleGard®  
> Valu-Gard®  
> Valu-Master®  
> Chrome  
> EagleBrite® Zinc

**High Density Storage Systems**

**Floor-Trak® Systems**  
Easily add additional tracks and units to fit any storage requirements.

**Hybrid Shelving**  
Wire shelves mount over two crossbraces of a four post high-density system.

**Double-Mat Wire Shelving**  
For soda, round-bottomed containers and small-legged appliances.

Patented QuadTruss design makes Eagle shelving 25% stronger and provides a retaining ledge for increased strength and product retention.

**Quad-Adjus t® collar**

**Perfect for use in security units!**

**Stand-Outs™ Decorative Wire Shelving**  
Feature our patented QuadTruss® design. Display shelving units available in various configurations and highlighted by brilliant finishes and custom colors.
**SHELVING**

**QUICK-SET® SOLID SHELVING**
Heavy duty construction with aluminum castings. Stainless steel of epoxy coated finish.

**WINE SHELVING**
3 options available: cradle wine shelves, bulk wine storage units with or without security doors, or rods & tabs for converting standard shelving into wine storage.

**SECURITY UNITS**
Heavy gauge open wire construction keeps contents visible for quick inventory.

**QUICK-SET® SOLID SHELVING**
- 1000 LBS. Evenly distributed weight capacity per shelf!

**SECURITY MODULES**
Converts portions of shelf units into lockable enclosed storage units, styles include hinged doors or flip up style.

**UTILITY CARTS**
Choose from wire, solid, or basket shelves.

**UTILITY CARTS**
- Choose from wire, solid, or basket shelves.

**CANTILEVER SHELVING SYSTEMS**
For use with both standard wire or solid shelving, eliminates posts and creates open floor space.

**LIFESTOR® POLYMER SHELVING**
Quick and easy to assemble, shelves available in solid or louvered and both are removable.

**MICROGARD®**
- DISHWASHER SAFE!
- LIFESTOR® louvered shelving
- LIFESTOR® corner unit
TABLES

Spec-Master® Marine Series:
Premier line features 14-gauge Type 304 stainless steel top with marine edge, stainless steel legs and undershelf or tubular base.

Spec-Master® Series:
14-gauge Type 304 stainless steel top, stainless steel legs, and undershelf or stainless steel tubular base.

Deluxe Series:
16-gauge Type 304 stainless steel tops, legs, and undershelf or stainless steel tubular base.

Budget Series:
16-gauge Type 430 stainless steel tops, galvanized legs, and undershelf or galvanized tubular base.

Poly Top Tables - All styles feature ⅜” thick polymer top.

Enclosed Base Tables - Available with open front, sliding doors or hinged doors.

Hardwood Tables - Also referred to as “baker’s tables.” Features 1½” hardwood top.

Workstations - Turn an ordinary table into a workstation with the Flex-Master® Overshelf System which can be configured to your specifications using standard components. The height is adjustable on 1” increments and overshelves are available in 10” or 12” widths and can be intermixed on the same posts.

...Flex-Master® Overshelf System can be configured to your specifications...

AdjuStaTable® Workstations - Accommodates a large variety of options and accessories including, ledges, dividers, casters, keyboard mounts, slide/tote box systems, grid panels and even file or storage baskets.
**Tables & Dishtables**

**Spec-Master® Prep Tables**
All stainless steel construction, sink can be located on the right or left per your requirements.

**Spec-Master® Plate Cabinets**
For use in modular design of chef’s counters and cook lines.

**Spec-Master® Marine Beverage Counters**
Features a sink, urn trough, receptacle, and 3 pairs of rack slides.

**Mixer Stands**
Highly polished stainless steel top, available with choice of tubular base or undershelf.

**Quality...Value...Reliability!**

**Clean Dishtables**
Left or right operation and fit most standard dishwashers.

**Soiled Dishtables**
Features a welded sink - undercounter dishtables are also available.

Custom Dishtable Layout By SpecFAB®
**Spec-Master® FN Series Sinks:**
Designed to handle the most demanding institutional requirements - constructed of 304 stainless steel, 14” deep bowls to meet the most stringent health codes, feature adjustable crossbracing on all four sides and an extra-high 9½” backsplash with upturn, available in one - four compartment models.

**Cove Corner Sinks:**
Deep drawn seamless coved corner sink bowls have a generous radius and are rectangular for maximum capacity, feature Euro-Style edging on front and sides, crossed braced legs are welded to supports for maximum weight support and stability, available in 412, 414 and 314 series which feature different grades of stainless steel in one - four compartment models.

**Convenience Store Sinks:**
Type 304 stainless steel, deep drawn bowls in a variety of sizes feature Euro-Style edging on front and sides, legs are crossbraced front to back for stability and strength.

**Utility Sinks -**
Feature bullnosed front edge design, all 16 gauge stainless steel construction with rolled rim partition.

**Countertop Drop-In Self Rim Design Sinks -**
Can be top-mounted in solid countertops up to 1½” thick and come standard with mounting hardware. Sinks can be bottom-mounted, using Bottom-Mount Kit (sold separately).

**Floor Drains & Troughs -**
Complete line includes troughs, anti-splash troughs, drains and replacement grating.
**Hand Sinks**

**OVER 40 HAND SINK MODELS AVAILABLE**
TO ACCOMMODATE A WIDE VARIETY OF REQUIREMENTS.

**Traditional Hand Sinks**
- Splash mount goose neck faucet on all models (except HSA-10).
- Wall mountable.
- Basket drain.

**Hand Sinks with Towel and/or Soap Dispenser**
- Splash mount goose neck faucet on all models.
- Soap dispenser on all models hold 16 oz.
- Towel dispenser holds 4” x 10” C-fold paper towels.

**Portable Hand Sinks**
- Stainless cabinet with lockable door.
- 5-gallon fresh-water tank, 7-gallon soiled water tank.
- 4” swivel casters.
- Towel rack, trash chute.
- Comes with stainless steel sink bowl or designer acrylic water plate.

**Electronic-Eye Hand Sinks**
- Sinks with AC Power require 120V 15A electricity.
- Battery-powered sinks operate on a 6-volt battery with a life of 1-3 years.
- Y-Inlet mixing valve.

**“Space-Saver” Hand Sinks**
- 12” side-to-side.
- Available with splash-mount or deck-mount faucet.

**Hand Wash Sinks**
- 1½” bullnose front edge.
- Hinged door with pull handle and magnetic catch.
- Pump-action soap dispenser.
- Built-in towel dispenser at front of sink bowl.
- Deck-mounted goose neck faucet.

**Other hand sinks available include:** Economical Hand Sink; Physically-Challenged Hand Sinks; Sinks with Knee- or Foot-Valve operation… …Plus MORE!!

**HFL-5000 Touch-Free Handwashing System**

The HFL-5000 Touch-Free hand washing system was inspired by an industry request for a complete touch-free system to improve sanitation. The HFL-5000 sink bowl meets the most stringent HAACP requirements and contains built-in MICROGARD® antimicrobial protection. Model HFL-5000 by EAGLE is listed under Kochman AutoCAD symbol library for foodservice equipment.
Foodservice Equipment

RedHots® Countertop Warming Equipment - RedHots® warming line offers outstanding quality in an attractive package.

Chef’s Line® Countertop Cooking Equipment - Gas & Electric
A full range of countertop equipment specially engineered for foodservice operations where heavy duty equipment is required on a daily basis.
- all Chef’s Line® equipment comply with UL197 Rev9 - The Best.

Hot Food Tables -
A variety of options and styles to choose from - Stationary or portable, open or enclosed base and powered by electric, liquid propane or natural gas.

Spec-Master® Cold Pan Units -
Fully insulated top-of-the-line stationary cold pan units feature stainless steel construction with an open front or sliding door option.

Spec-Master® Cold Pan Unit
Spec-Master® enclosed base hot food table
Spec-Master® cold pan unit with sliding doors
sealed sell hot food table with optional Flex-Master® overshelves
Spec-Master® enclosed hot food table

Deluxe Service Mates -
Mobile buffet units with optional accessories and numerous styles assure you of sanitary serving conditions along with good looks.

beef cart
Spec-Master® enclosed base hot food table
Spec-Master® cold pan unit with sliding doors
beef cart
Spec-Master® enclosed base hot food table
Spec-Master® cold pan unit with sliding doors
sealed sell hot food table with optional Flex-Master® overshelves
Spec-Master® enclosed hot food table
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**FOODSERVICE EQUIPMENT**

**DIRECTOR’S CHOICE® MODULAR CAFETERIA SERVING UNITS -**
Docking device helps keep the units together without the use of tools. Customize to suit your application, with decorative laminates or stainless steel panels, tray slides, work shelves, sneeze guards, removable undershelves, rear doors and panels, interconnected wiring, various overall heights, fluorescent lamps, cutting boards, even receptacle and remote switches.

- Heated Surface Units
- Hot Food Units
- Frost Top Units
- Solid Top Utility Carts
- Cold Food Units
- Drop-In Adjustable Dispensers
- Refrigerated Milk Units
- Beverage Units
- Cashier Units
- Ice Cream Units
- Corner Transition Units
- Carving Station Units
- Tray & Silverware Units
- Tray Platform Units
- Dish/Cup Dispensers

**DIRECTOR’S CHOICE® VIP SYSTEM -**
High-profile merchandiser, signage system visually announces menu choices. Prewired system reduces field cost, installation and customers’ wait time by spreading, or ‘scattering’ customers across a larger area. System consists of pylons, signage, and lighting - Customize to fit your requirements.

Contact our SpecFAB® Department about creating custom cafeteria equipment!

**UNDERBAR EQUIPMENT -**
EAGLE offers a complete line of stainless steel underbar equipment. From our standard line to our Spec-Bar 2000® modular units, EAGLE has what you need. Units feature stainless steel construction, sink bowls and ice chests with deep-drawn seamless design. Modular units allow for custom configurations using standard components. Cold plates are 100% cast aluminum for precise temperatures. A variety of hardwoods, colorful laminates, and elegant Corian® surfaces available to accompany the modular line.

1800 Series Modular Bar Die
(stainless steel base for display purposes only)
EAGLE VENT HOODS -
MEETS THE STANDARDS OF THE NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION, BULLETIN #96. SPEC AIR® HOODS COME STANDARD WITH ACCESSORIES THAT MOST OTHER MANUFACTURERS OFFER AS OPTIONS WITH EXTRA CHARGES.

EXHAUST-ONLY HOODS -
51” DEEP AND 24” HEIGHT. REGULAR AND SHORT FRONT MODELS AVAILABLE. DESIGNED FOR USE WHERE MAKE-UP AIR IS SUPPLIED BY OTHER VENT SYSTEMS.

FRONT DISCHARGE MAKE-UP AIR EXHAUST HOODS -
51” DEEP AND 24” HEIGHT. REGULAR AND SHORT FRONT MODELS AVAILABLE. SUPPLIES MAKE-UP AIR THROUGH THE HOOD, INDEPENDENT OF OTHER VENTILATION SYSTEMS AT CEILING LEVEL.

INTERNAL DISCHARGE MAKE-UP AIR EXHAUST HOODS -
51” DEEP AND 24” HEIGHT. POSITIVE AIR-FLOW, DESIGNED TO SAVE ENERGY BY KEEPING OUTSIDE AIR INSIDE THE HOOD. OUTSIDE AIR IS MIXED AND EXHAUSTED WITH THE GREASE-LADEN AIR.

EAGLE VENT HOOD ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES INCLUDE:
> Filter Frames
> Stainless Steel Trim Strips
> Air Space
> Insulated Back
> Stainless Steel Furring Channel
> Enclosure Panels
> Additional Collars
> Additional Supply Fire Damper
> Light Switch
> Insulated Makeup Air Plenum
> Additional Mounting Channel

bullet light
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**Panco® Sheet Pans** -
Made from H-24 3003 aluminum alloy, the industry’s best, proven to be harder and more durable

- Full Size Pans
- Half Size Pans
- NSF Pans
- Drip Racks

**Panco® Transport Racks** -
Provides the most efficient way to handle the many items required in the preparation, serving, and storage of your products. Complete offering to include dunnage racks, enclosed racks, can racks, keg racks, wire racks and more.

**Panco® Panco TRANSPORT® Systems**

**LIFETIME Series Racks** -
All heavy duty alloy aluminum fully welded construction.

**Dunnage Racks** -
- 2” square tube frame.
- Feet capped and welded.

**Bun Pan Racks** -
- Frame features 1½” x 1¼” D-shaped tubing.
- 1½” square tube base with 6” non-marking swivel plate casters.
- 2” wide angle slides.

**Steppe Angle Racks** -
- Frame features 1½” x 1¼” D-shaped tubing.
- 1¼” square tube base with 6” non-marking swivel plate casters.
- 6½” wide “stepped” angle slides.

**Enclosed Pan Racks** -
- Side panels welded to uprights, top bracing, and bottom frame.
- 6” non-marking swivel plate casters.
- 3½” wide angle slides.

**Universal Pan Racks** -
- Frame features 1½” x 1¼” D-shaped tubing.
- 6” non-marking recessed swivel plate casters.
- 3½” wide angle slides.

**Roll-In Racks** -
- Frame features 1½” x 1¼” D-shaped tubing.
- 5” non-marking recessed swivel plate casters.
- 3½” wide angle slides.

**Enclosed Pan Rack**
Panco® Transport Holding Cabinets -
Features our patented TEMP-GARD® airflow design

Heated Cabinets -
For use in operations where hot food is to be transported and held at hot food serving temperatures. 2000-watt heating capacity via two 1000-watt elements for heated air.

Proofing Cabinets -
Provides humidity and heat needed for yeast products (breads, rolls etc.) to rise. 2000-watt heating capacity via two elements: one 1000-watt element for heated air, and one 1000-watt element for humidity control.

Heated/Proofing Cabinets -
Versatile - for heating, proofing and holding. 2000-watt heating capacity: in “heating mode” two 1000-watt elements for heated air, in “proofing mode” one 1000-watt element for heated air, and one 1000-watt element for humidity control.

Panco® Cook & Hold Cabinets -

Top-Mounted Digital Control Panel
• Easy-touch with membrane switches.
• 2” x 16” character LCD readout.
• Digital setting of temperatures.
• Can be converted from Fahrenheit (F) to Celsius (C).
• Memory for 16 programs.
• Embedded LEDs for Power, Preheat, Temperature Probe, Cook, and Hold.
• Overheat and power outage caution alarms.

Cooking Features:
✓ Four input buttons: Enter, Recall, and Up/Down selection
✓ Preheats, cooks and holds
✓ Cooks by time or temperature probe
✓ Humidity controlled by solenoid plumbed directly to water supply
**Electronics & Healthcare**

**Adjustable® Workstations** - Stainless steel work surface in standard chrome finish which can accommodate a large variety of options and accessories including, ledges, dividers, casters, bin holders, reel holders, slide/tote box systems, grid panels and even file or storage baskets and bench power centers.

**Tote Box Carriers** - Heavy gauge chrome plated steel construction, 1-3 bay models available.

**Surgical Case Carts** - Solid stainless steel construction, models available include closed case carts, open case carts and open wire case carts.

**Catheter Procedure Carts** - Open wire construction minimizes dust and contamination.

**Electronic Tray Carts** - Two models available - practical and economic way of transporting or storing product.

**Double-Sided Bin Holder Rails** - Bin-holder rails are sold as an accessory or can be purchased with posts as a cart.

**Exchange Carts** - A wide variety of shelving configurations, caster styles, accessory packages and size offerings available.

**Linen Carts** - Standard duty or heavy duty carts available, combination of wire and solid shelving.

---
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**CLEANROOM & Lab**

**Gowning Racks with Wire Shelving Components**
Incorporates wire shelving components with specially designed gown storage options.

**Gowning Racks with Hanger Rails**
Wide variety of heavy duty stainless steel gowning racks with hanger rails including single dual and cantilevered styles that feature non-removable or removable hangers.

**Gowning Benches**
Heavy duty benches include flanged stainless steel foot plates for convenient attachment to the floor.

**Storage Cabinets**
- 18 gauge type 304 stainless steel construction,
- Adjustable shelves,
- Heavy duty hinged doors with locks.

**Roll Bag Dispenser**
Eight removable dispensing bars which are adjustable on 1” increments for enhanced flexibility.

**Stainless Steel Overlays**
Economical upgrade to an existing work surface, custom sizes and material gauges available.

**Cleanroom Tables**
Perforated or solid top, type 304 stainless steel.

**Process Table with Stainless Steel Overlays**
(process table by others)

**Perforated Cleanroom Table**

**Rack with Hanger Slots**

**...with Hooks**

**...with Hanger Tube**

**Solid Gowning Bench**

**Wire Gowning Bench**

**Gowning Bench with Standard Undershelf and Optional Additional Undershelf with Dividers**

**Single Gowning Rack**

**Dual Gowning Rack**

**Cantilever Gowning Rack**

**Rack with Hanger Slots**

**Roll Bag Dispenser**

**Vertical Storage Cabinet with Flat Top**

**Process Table with Stainless Steel Overlays (Process Table by Others)**
“It’s not enough just to produce better products. We have to produce products better. It’s a job that never ends.”

Tom Waters
Quality Control Manager and ECO-Built™ Advocate for The Eagle Group

Eco-Built™ is how we at Eagle describe our efforts to manufacture our products in an environmentally conscious way, the same way our customers are focusing their attention on their environmental impact. It’s an ongoing commitment to incremental improvements in our manufacturing processes and facilities to conserve materials and energy while reducing emissions.

Go Green. Go ECO-Built by Eagle.

Custom Equipment from SpecFAB®
Manufactured to Your Specifications!

Custom applications comprised of specially fabricated, stainless steel equipment or pre-fab modular components, or a combination of both, work their way quickly through a simple yet sophisticated design, approval and fabrication process. Equipment built to your exact specifications, pre-wired and pre-plumbed, is shipped with shorter lead times and at a lower overall cost.